
4.3: IT Infrastructure

4.3.1: Institution frequently updates its IT facilities including
Wi-Fi
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INTRODUCTION

The  COVID-19  pandemic  has  indeed  brought  about  a  significant
transformation  in  the  way  education  is  delivered,  and  this  shift  has
highlighted the importance of Information and Communication Technology
(ICT) tools in teaching and learning. Here's a summary of the key points
regarding the use of ICT tools at Al-Ameen College of Law

Transition to Online Learning:

Due to the pandemic, physical classes have been replaced by online live or
recorded sessions that students can access from their homes.

Students log in through the college website to attend these virtual classes.

Shift to Digital Resources:

With the move to online learning, digital resources have become crucial, and
smart/mobile phones have become a primary means of accessing educational
content.

Digital resources have, to some extent, replaced traditional textbooks.
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Teacher Adaptation to ICT:

The sudden shift to online teaching has required teachers to adapt to using
ICT tools for instruction.

Teachers have recognized the importance of these tools in delivering effective
remote education.

Use of YouTube Channel and College Website:

The  college  utilizes  a  YouTube  Channel  and  its  website  as  important
communication tools.

These  platforms  are  used  to  share  important  notes,  circulars,  and  other
essential information with students.

Wide Range of ICT Tools:

The college employs a variety of ICT tools for teaching and learning.

These  tools  encompass  digital  infrastructure,  such  as  computers,  laptops,
tablets,  and software applications like Google Meet,  Google Spreadsheets,
Google Forms, and Zoom Classes.

Enhancing the Teaching Experience:

The adoption of ICT tools aims to make the teaching and learning experience
more engaging and enjoyable for  both students and teachers.  These tools
facilitate interactive and collaborative learning in a virtual environment.

The use of ICT tools in education has become a necessity in the face of the
pandemic,  and  it  has  opened  up  new  possibilities  for  delivering  quality
education  remotely.  These  tools  not  only  allow  for  the  continuation  of
education during challenging times but also promote innovation in teaching
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methods  and provide flexibility  in  learning.  As  the  situation  evolves,  the
integration of technology in education is likely to remain an integral part of
the teaching and learning process.

COMPUTER LAB AT AL-AMEEN COLLEGE OF LAW
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WIFI ROUTERS AT AL-AMEEN COLLEGE OF LAW
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College Website as ICT tool

The Al-Ameen College of Law website  plays a crucial  role in providing
essential information and resources to students. Here are the specific types of
information and services that the website offers to students:

Model Answers:

The website provides model answers for various examinations or assignments.
These model answers serve as reference materials to help students understand
the expected format and content of their answers.

Ebooks:

Ebooks are electronic versions of books and study materials that students can
access  online.  The  website  may  offer  a  collection  of  ebooks  related  to
different courses or subjects, allowing students to read and study digitally.

Internal Exams:

Information related to internal exams, including schedules, exam patterns, and
results, may be available on the website. Students can access this information
to prepare for and keep track of their internal assessments.

Submitting Grievances:

The  website  provides  a  platform  or  mechanism  for  students  to  submit
grievances  or  complaints.  This  may include  a  dedicated  section  or  form
where students can report issues or concerns, they encounter during their
academic journey.

Overall, the Al-Ameen College of Law website serves as a valuable resource
for  students,  offering  a  range  of  materials  and  services  to  support  their
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academic progress and address any concerns they may have. It plays a pivotal
role in enhancing the overall educational experience for students.
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BILL FOR THE PURCHASE OF COMPUTERS/LAPTOPS AND OTHER
ICT  RELATED  MATERIALS
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AL-AMEEN  COLLEGE  OF  LAW  HAS  ONLINE  PLATFORM
CALLED  NEDUSOFT  SERVICE  PROVIDER  FOR  THE
FOLLOWING SERVICES

1.Attendance Notification

2. SMS Alerts

3. Faculty leave

4. Fee payment 

5. Parents login

6. Generate reports

7.  Class Absent Notification alerts to parents
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DIGITAL LIBRARY

Al-Ameen College of  law has  the  access  to  the  digital  library  with  the
following services providers

1. AIR
2. CDJ
3. EBC
4. BRITISH LIRBRARY
5. Online Ebooks through college website
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